CUSTOM
CUT
PARTS
PRECISE SHAPES CUT FROM ANY BELT SPECIFICATION

CUSTOM CUT PARTS

Virtually any shape can be cut in a single step–with exceptional edge
quality that does not require secondary finishing. The CNC controlled waterjet and flash cutting capabilities keep us on the cutting edge of precision
made custom parts.

Designed for Precision and Versatility
Improved water cutting technology and
computer controlled cutting capability

Exceptional edge quality with no heat
affected zones or mechanical stress

Flash cutting, high volume technology

Raw materials maintain their structural
integrity and secondary finishing is usually
not required

No upfront tooling costs
Guaranteed exact duplication of parts for
repeat orders.
In house flash cutting and waterjet
systems provide the most economical
method for producing custom cut parts

Over 300+ belt and sheet rubber
specifications are in stock
We can also cut material that you supply!

CUSTOM PERFORATIONS
Our experience in creating intricate stepped perforation patterns in conveyor belts fits
well with the precision needed to produce custom cut parts. For over 30 years, our die
cutting and hole punching expertise has accounted for much of our superiority in belting
fabrications, either as a step in a process, or as an end in itself.
Perforated belts and some of their applications include the following:
Vacuum applications which require clean, clear holes for proper suction
Sizing belts found in sorting operations promoting accurate separation
Bolt holes precisely located assuring tight fit and easy installation
Cutouts of unique configurations. If it can be drawn, it can be cut
Drainage systems where holes must be correctly spaced in order for
fluids to properly drain
Screening applications

PARTS
Blocks
Gaskets
Curtains
Bumpers
Washers
Pads
Straps
Cushions
Cones
Mud Flaps
Food Grade
Gaskets & Parts
Chutes
Liners
Blades
Covers
Wear Bars
Logos

WATERJET
Our flexible and accurate multi head waterjet system cuts
with a stream of ultra high pressure water, rather than
shearing or heat, producing exceptional edge quality. With a
multi-head system and a large 240” x 120” wide cutting table,
parts can be made quickly and economically
while reducing cost and lead time.
Depending on material, precision parts
have been made up to 4” thick.
Parts can be made from rubber,
silicone, PVC, urethane, foam
rubber, plexi-glass, vinyl,
leather, polypropylene,
UHMW and more.
Cut parts can also
be produced from customer
supplied material, although some
testing may be required.

FLASH CUTTER
CNC/Computer controlled Flash Cutting technology further enhances our ability to provide
our customers with custom cut parts made to their specific requirements with respect to
size, dimension, temperature, pressure and material.
Flash cutting technology uses small, ultra high speed blades which can cut large quantities
in very little time. Material up to ¼” thick can be cut on the large 20’ x 96” wide vacuum
table, minimizing the amount of time required for material handling and creating a high
degree of production efficiency.
Our environmentally
friendly waterjet and
cutting technologies,
coupled with the
largest inventory
and widest variety
of products, makes us your
one-stop source. We can
offer your customers rapidly
produced, precision cut parts
and gaskets for unlimited
applications.

INDUSTRIES
Mining
Cement
Energy
Lawn Care
OEM’s
Marine
Recycling
Automotive
Construction
Foundry
Agricultural
Food
Manufacturing

Branch Locations
St. Louis, MO - Headquarters

4143 Rider Trail North | Earth City, MO 63045
314-344-8500 | 800-727-2358

Portland, OR
Boise, ID

Portland, OR

503-286-9965 | 800-347-9251

Philadelphia, PA

Sacramento, CA

13327 N. Woodrush Way | Portland, OR 97203

St. Louis, MO
Charlotte, NC

Boise, ID

208-342-4681 | 800-423-4469

Grand Prairie, TX

696 W Amity Rd | Boise, ID 83705

Sacramento, CA

916-419-7191 | 800-289-2358

1424 N Market Blvd | Sacramento, CA 95834

Grand Prairie, TX

Charlotte, NC

Philadelphia, PA

607 Avenue R | Grand Prairie, TX 75050

9540 Julian Clark Avenue | Huntersville, NC 28078

21 Cabot Blvd E | Langhorne, PA 19047

314-344-8555 | 800-727-2358

704-949-2100 | 800-849-2358

215-295-1900 | 800-777-1314

International
Invergo, IT
Monterrey, MX

Mexico City, MX

Toronto, CAN

Beltservice de Mexico S. DE R.L. DE C.V.

Beltservice Canada Co.

BeltTS Italy

Av. Via Doctor Gustavo Baz Prada #305
Col. La Loma
Tlalnepantla, Edo. De Mex
C.P. 54060

2330 Millrace Court Unit 1
Mississauga, ON L5N 1W2, Canada

Via Risorgimento 8, 22044
Inverigo CO, Italy

5255-5362-0434

905-565-9217 | 877-210-7423

314-715-3016

Beltservice de Mexico Branch Apodaca
81-10900006

Av. “E” LUIS DONALDO COLOSIO #561
PARQUE INDUSTRIAL MARTEL
APODACA, NL. 66637
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